AMENDMENT TO RULES COMMITTEE PRINT 116–
57
OFFERED BY MR. MOULTON OF MASSACHUSETTS

Page 70, line 12, strike “and” at the end.

Page 70, after line 12, insert the following new paragraph:

“(7) to leverage commercial software platforms and databases that enable the Department of Defense to—

“(A) source and map user problems to markets and suppliers across venture capital, government innovation, and technology portfolios;

“(B) collaboratively identify potential companies and technologies that can solve unclassified and classified Department of Defense user problems;

“(C) integrate expertise from the venture capital community and private sector subject matter experts;
“(D) evaluate companies and solutions against existing datasets for cyber and foreign ownership risk; and

“(E) access commercial technologies through an accredited and cloud-based development environment, consistent with Department standards; and”.

Page 70, line 13, strike “(7)” and insert “(8)”.